Forum description is plain text

When creating a forum, information can be entered in the description field. This field is the advanced WYSIWYG-editor. Yet, when formatting the text, all you end up is a plain text. Not even line breaks are implemented.

Associated revisions
Revision aa21c877 - 28/04/2016 08:45 - jmontoyaa
Fix forum HTML description see #8214

History
#1 - 28/04/2016 08:47 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from New to Needs testing

I confirm the error.

I just fixed in chamilo 1.10.6 with:

https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/aa21c8774ae673d8f43cf3f5c8b91b68f7fec1f

#2 - 29/04/2016 19:36 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version set to 1.10.6

#3 - 06/05/2016 02:17 - Yannick Warnier
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

Jurgen, any chance you could confirm with a test on https://1.10.chamilo.org/ ?

#4 - 06/05/2016 07:50 - Jurgen Gaeremyn
- File Selection_039.png added

Hi Yannick,

I tried it, it seems to work fine.

Just one minor detail: when putting an image in a category description, things don't always grow along. I created 2 empty forum categories in attached screenshot.

#5 - 09/05/2016 17:21 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

We've added a "display: inline-block;" to the CSS class "forum-description", and this solved the problem (which only appeared when the image was aligned to the left, so relatively minor). You'll need to update the cache (which will regenerate the web/css/ folder) to see the difference, but I'm already closing the task considering it was only a minor display issue.
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